NFL Unveils New Merchandise With Graphics Designed by FIT Students

NFL x FIT Merchandise Showcase Open to the Public at Museum of Arts and Design
November 29 – 30

New York, NY – November 29, 2017 – The National Football League (NFL) and the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT) opened a showcase last night to display new merchandise created to reach the next generation of NFL fans, with graphic elements designed by FIT students. The new product line is the result of the NFLxFIT Merchandising Design Contest, which challenged students earlier this year to create a new series of design treatments inspired by all 32 NFL clubs’ logos and fan cultures.

The NFLxFIT line was unveiled at the Museum of Arts and Design in New York City, as part of a showcase that revealed the design process in applying new graphics to apparel and homegoods. NFL licensees, including Antigua, Outerstuff, Forever Collectibles, Northwest, G-III, and New Era, used the students’ design elements to produce NFL merchandise. The graphic elements and products were specifically created to cater to millennial and Gen Z audiences. The new NFLxFIT line is now available on NFLShop.com/FIT, and the showcase will remain open for public viewing through November 30.

In honor of the unveiling, a panel was held to discuss the importance of finding new ways to reach and engage younger audiences through creating fresh looks into the products they already love. The panel was hosted by Kay Adams, NFL Network, and featured special guests: Fashion Designer Cynthia Rowley, FIT Professor C.J. Yeh and Assistant Professor Christie Shin, NFL’s Vice President of Consumer Products Rhiannon Madden, and the FIT student designers of the new NFL merchandise: Wing-Sze Ho, Eun Su Yoo, Arpi Dayian and Iwona Usakiewicz.

“The goal of this project was to give creative freedom to FIT’s talented students to express how they would reimagine visual interpretations that represent all 32 NFL teams’ identities,” said Madden. “Millennials are an important audience for the NFL, and we want our products to resonate and be relatable to them – and there’s no better way to do that than by engaging FIT students to create fresh designs.”

“The NFLxFIT collaboration has been an important and exciting process for all involved,” said Yeh. “A diverse group of students, all minoring in Creative Technology, brought their A-game to the challenge. With the official launch of the merchandise underway, all of us at FIT are excited to see the students’ designs come to life.”

The NFLxFIT Merchandising Design Contest was created last year. Through an experiential learning process designed by the contest’s faculty advisors, Professor C.J. Yeh and Assistant Professor Christie Shin, student participants learned from top industry professionals, including FIT faculty members from the School of Art and Design and brand management experts from the NFL. In total, six teams –
comprised of FIT students minoring in Creative Technology from a variety of majors and backgrounds – participated in the contest. Team Quicksnap was identified as the winning team in the spring, and now their designs, graphic elements, and branding treatments are available through NFL retailers.

ABOUT FIT
The Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT), a State University of New York (SUNY) college of art, design, business, and technology, has been at the crossroads of commerce and creativity for over 70 years. With programs that blend hands-on practice, a strong grounding in theory, and a broad-based liberal arts foundation, FIT offers career education in nearly 50 areas, and grants associate, bachelor's, and master's degrees. FIT provides students with a complete college experience at an affordable cost, a vibrant campus life in New York City, and industry-relevant preparation for rewarding careers. Visit fitnyc.edu.

The Creative Technology minor at FIT provides a flexible, interdisciplinary learning opportunity for students interested in expanding their knowledge in digital design and explore new creative possibilities. This minor equips students with an in-depth understanding of media design, digital culture and cutting edge technologies, as well as the opportunity for interdisciplinary collaboration. The CT minor is available to both Art and Design and Business and Technology students.
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